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Introduction
This guide has been created for our Pyrimont Customers to more effectively use
their Pyrimont Support program. Attached is the current collection of all
Pyrimont Tech Articles to date. Please review these pages and contact the
Support Department for clarification on any topic.

Hours of Service
The Pyrimont Support Call Center and Tier 1 Agents (T1s) are available for you at all hours; any
day of the week. T1s will gather information regarding the reason for your call and may ask you
to perform steps to resolve certain equipment failures and develop a clearer picture of your
problem. T1s, along with Tech Notes that you may receive from time to time, should resolve a
majority of your issues. If the T1 is unable to resolve the problem, they will attempt to bring a
Tier 2 Technician onto the call.
Pyrimont Tier 2 Support Technicians (T2s) will be able to assist you in resolving any problem.
T2s, however, operate under certain Hours of Service restrictions as follows:

Service Block Type
Regular Service
Emergency Service
Late Emergency
Service

Hours of Operation
8:00am to 8:00pm**
8:00pm to 11:00pm**
11:00pm to 7:00am**

** All times are in the non daylight saving Indiana time zone. (Spring/Summer CDT; Fall/Winter EST)
These service blocks are used by the T1s and T2s to assist them in determining the proper
routing of a service request. They are also designed to illustrate the difference between calls
made during “traditional” business hours and those made during “non-traditional” business
hours. During the Regular Service block, T2s are qualified to provide the full range of support
required by a customer. In the Emergency and Late Emergency blocks, though, T2s expect to
field only “emergency” or “system down” calls.

In all cases, though, if you feel you need service, please call!
Our Agents will do their best to resolve the issue. If they can’t and if a
T2 is unavailable, they will provide you with detailed information about
your next steps.
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Service Block Types
While it is impossible to list every potential support need and difficult to define explicit rules for
Technicians to use in every unique case, the following chart will help you understand the
differences between the Service Block Types and what the Technicians may define as an
“emergency.” This will assist you in determining when to schedule your calls:

Service Type
Regular Service
•

In general, during this
service block, Support
Technicians can field
any and all support
issues.

Emergency Service and
Late Emergency Service
• In general, during this
service block, Support
Technicians can field
only “system down”
situations or situations
that seriously prevent
you from serving your
customers.

Support need
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total System failure
All or 1 terminal down
All or 1 printer down
Kitchen Makeline down
Touch Screen or monitor failure
Miscellaneous hardware failure
Login problems
Ticket Printing issues
Ticket Routing issues
Credit Card authorization problems
Credit Card settlement problems
Gift Card use problems
Time Clock or Server/Cashier check out problems
Ordering and order entry screen problems
Reports issues
Employee Database maintenance issues
PLU Database maintenance issues
Caller ID issues
Menu Styling or special programming requests
Ticket or Order issues
Food Cost, Recipe or Inventory configuration and use issues;
(Vendor Invoices, Purchase Orders, Processing Sales, Closing the
Day, etc.)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Total System failure
All or 1 terminal down
All or 1 printer down
Kitchen Makeline down
Miscellaneous hardware failure
Credit Card authorization problems
Gift Card use problems
Ordering and order entry screen problems
Ticket or Order issues
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Service Process
It may also be helpful for you to understand the process for obtaining and using the Support
Departments services.
•

To start the process of obtaining support you should do the following:
1. Make sure this guide and all Tech Notes are handy.
2. Ensure that you have your Priority Code (write it in below).
#________________________________
3. Call the 800 number; (800) 586-0943.

•

Once connected to the Call Center:
1. Press 1 for Tech Support and wait to be connected to a T1 Agent.
2. Immediately provide the T1 with your Priority Code, your name, your store location
and your return phone number.
3. The T1 will then provide you with a series of statements and ask you to classify your
situation. Do your best in answering the T1’s questions and following their
instructions.
4. If the T1 is unable to solve the issue, they will ask you to hold and attempt to bring a
T2 Technician onto the call.
5. If a T2 Technician is unavailable or has determined the issue falls outside of the
current Service Block, then the T1 will provide you with specific information on what
you should do next and when a T2 Technician will call you back.

The diagram on the following page will help you understand the entire process.
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•

•

•

Agent Answers:

1

If the current time is within the Regular Service
Block, a T2 will call within 10 minutes.
If the current time is within the Emergency Service
Block and the service call is a “System Down”
situation, a T2 will call within 10 minutes.
If the current time is within the Emergency Service
Block and the service call is a “non -System Down”
situation, a T2 will call after 8AM the next day.
If the current time is within the Late Emergency
Service Block, a T2 will call after 8AM the next day.

option 2 THEY WILL NOT GET
TECHNICAL SUPPORT.

Note: If the Caller selects

If the current time is within the Regular Service Block, a
Technician will call within 2 hours.
If the current time is within the Emergency or Late
Emergency Service Block, a Technician will call as soon
as possible the next day.

8:00AM to 8:00PM
8:00PM to 11:00PM
11:00PM to 7:00AM

If the Agent mistakenly continues without a Priority
Code, the Caller should not expect a return call until
after 8:00AM the next business day.

•

•

The Agent should explain that someone from Pyrimont
will contact the Caller as follows:

Note: If the Caller does not provide a Priority Code,
the Agent SHOULD NOT attempt to troubleshoot nor
bring a T2 onto the call.

2

Press 1 for Technical Support. If you
are not calling in regards to Tech Support you
may Press 2 for Other Inquiries.

Step 2:
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** All times are in the non daylight saving Indiana time zone. (Spring/Summer CDT; Fall/Winter EST)

Service Block Hours**:
Regular Hours:
Emergency Hours:
Late Emergency Hours:

Yes

No

Did the Caller supply a Priority Code?

“Can I have your name and Priority Code?”

If a T2 Technician is unavailable, the T1 Agent should
explain to the Caller that a T2 will contact them as
follows:

•

Incoming Call

Press 1 for Tech Support.
Press 2 for Other Inquiries.

If the Caller provides a Priority Code, the
agent will troubleshoot the issue through a series of
Yes/No questions. If necessary and appropriate, the
T1 will attempt to bring a T2 onto the call.

Step 4:

The Agent may ask several
questions to better clarify the
tech issue but at minimum The
Caller should provide:
• Their Name
• Their Store Number
• Their Phone Number
• Their Priority Code

Provide the T1 Agent
with your Priority Code and other
information as requested.

Step 3:

Call 1-800-586-0943. An
automated greeting will play.

Step 1:

Tech Support Process Diagram

ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2000-0000001
Title: List of current Tech Articles
Published:
01/01/2000
Revised:
03/15/2005

Basic
•
•
•
•
•
•

System Usage Articles
TA_20040923014_How_to_Replace_Main_System.doc
TA_20041130026_How_to_make_Ghost_Boot_Diskettes.doc
TA_20041104005_FD_New_Bar_Usage.doc
TA_20041130006_Special_Characters_in_Employee_Names.doc
TA_20050212041_How_to_Reboot_A_Terminal.doc
TA_20050106001_How_To_Restart_PCAnywhere_Host.doc

Credit
•
•
•
•
•

Card Articles
TA_20041108002_How_To_Resolve_CC_Settlement_Failure.doc
TA_20040722022_Resolve_Complaints_Double_Charges.doc
TA_20041124003_When_To_Force_A_Credit_Card_Charge.doc
TA_20041021001_How_to_Issue_A_Credit_Card_Refund.doc
TA_20050224005_File_Locked_Error_On_Ticket_Close.doc

Hardware Articles
• TA_20050224006_Troubleshooting_Printer_Errors.doc
• TA_20041003002_How_to_Reprogram_A_Cherry_Keyboard.doc
• TA_20050102001 _Using_Surge_Suppressors.doc
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2004-09230014
Title: How to replace the MAIN system
Published: 09/23/2004

Symptoms: A customer’s MAIN server has stopped functioning. All terminals
report an error:

“Trying to Open File REPORTS\TimeIn.LOK. File In Use!”
This error is the generic message indicating that a terminal cannot
access the MAIN server for any number of causes.
Cause: Many. This note however assumes the MAIN terminal is non-functioning.
Additional Information: In order to bring the ProfiTouch system back on-line
when the MAIN system fails, settings on another
computer terminal must be manually adjusted to let the
rest of the terminals know it is now the “MAIN” terminal.
Occasionally, a “server swap” will be called for even if
the MAIN system hasn’t failed. In these cases, to
prevent data loss, files will need to be copied from the
old MAIN to the new MAIN.

Copying Files
If the old MAIN is
available, it will prove
valuable to copy key data
to the new MAIN.
**Before any data are
copied, however, it is
extremely important that
ALL POS activity cease and
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all terminals (including any
makeline terminals) Log Off
from Windows

When ready, delete the
folder TOUCHNET on the
NEW MAIN’s C: drive.
Then copy the TOUCHNET
Folder on the old MAIN C:
Drive to the C: Drive of the
new MAIN computer.
This may take a few
minutes to complete.

When the copy is
complete of if the old
MAIN was not functioning,
then Shut Down the old
MAIN computer.
Then Right Click on the
“My Computer” icon on
the new MAIN and select
properties. Choose the
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Network Identification
Tab.

Then select the Properties
Button.
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Enter the word “MAIN”
into the Computer Name
line. Hit OK and hit OK
again. Follow the
instructions to reboot the
computer.

When the computer has
rebooted, login and verify
proper operation of the
ProfiTouch software.
Login all other terminals
and verify all ProfiTouch
software.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2004-1130026
Title: How to make a Ghost Disk
Published: 11/30/2004

Symptoms: A customer purchases Symantec Ghost and needs to make a set of
peer-to-peer boot diskettes.
Cause: N/A
Additional Information: Symantec Ghost is a third party software application that
allows the user to take a “snapshot” of the hard drive of
one computer and place that snapshot onto another
computer. This allows for fast recovery of a hard drive
failure.

The Ghost application
opens with the option
to perform several
tasks. At this screen
select Ghost Utilities
on the left. Then select
Norton Ghost Boot
Wizard.
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At this point the
software is asking you
to select the type of
boot disk you’d like.
There are several
approaches that can be
employed with Ghost.
Ghost can link 2
computers in a peer-topeer link in order to
copy one hard drive to
the other. Or, it can
link 1 computer to an
existing Windows
network in order to
access a previously
saved hard drive image.
This tech note
describes the former.
Choose Peer-to-Peer
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Network Boot Disk and
hit Next.
The software is now
asking you to specify
the type of network
card in the computer in
which you will use this
floppy disk. Most all
Pyrimont computers
have Intel Pro 1000
Network Adapters.
However, the only way
to know for sure is too
look in the Hardware
Device Manager of the
computer. If the
Network adapter is
different, you may need
to download the latest
DOS driver from the
manufacturer’s web
site and manually
replace the driver once
the floppy is created.
Please feel free to ask
Pyrimont Support for
assistance with this
step.
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The software is now
asking you to specify
the Operating System
that you would like to
use. Select Use PCDOS and hit Next.

Hit Next at this screen.
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Fill this screen out as
displayed here.
However, if you are
making a “set” of disks,
one of the disks must
be the “110” disk and
one disk must be the
“111” disk; where you
replace the 110 in the
“First IP Address line
with 111.

Next Ghost is preparing
to write the floppy but
must first be assured
that the floppy is
formatted correctly.
Accept the default
settings on this screen,
place the floppy in the
floppy drive, and hit
Next to see the
“Review” screen.
At this screen, please
notice the Section
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heading “Network
Driver.” This section
shows the actual name
of the driver to be
installed on the floppy.
If another driver (or an
updated driver) is
required for the Ghost
floppy to work
correctly, this is the file
that will be replaced
manually.
Hit Next and follow the
Format instructions
and the disk will be
created.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2004-1130006
Title: Using Special Characters in Employee Names
Published: 11/30/2004

Symptoms: Credit cards won’t settle or checks won’t close.
Cause: Having special characters in an employee id can cause problems with
checks closing and credit cards settling properly.
Additional Information: We suggest when adding employee id’s into the
database use only numbers and letters as special
characters such as quotation marks may cause
problems when you try to close checks and settle credit
cards.

This is an example of
what a server name
should look when
entering a new
employee into the
system.
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This is an example of
what a server name
should NOT look like
when entering a new
employee into the
system.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2005-0212041
Title: How to Reboot a Terminal.
Published: 02/17/2005

Symptoms: A Support technician has asked that a terminal be rebooted or Home
office has difficulty polling the stores for their data. The internet
connection does not get established.
Cause: N/A
Additional Information: By simply rebooting the terminal, the PCAnywhere
software will automatically restart guaranteeing that the
data polling process can work correctly.
To reboot a terminal follow these steps:
•

At the Server Login Screen press and hold the CTRL key and then press the F10 key
on the keyboard.

•

Using the mouse (or the Windows Startup key on the keyboard), go to the Windows
Start button, Click on Shutdown, choose Reboot from the dropdown list and hit OK.
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•

Once the system has rebooted, login as POS (no password) as usual.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2005-0106001
Title: How to restart the PC Anywhere Host
Published: 02/24/2005

Symptoms: You cannot use PCAnywhere to connect to another terminal for
training or troubleshooting.
Cause: Typically, this is caused by the PC Anywhere host service being stuck
open by a previous connection. It can also be caused by someone
manually stopping the host from the service Icon by the clock on the
Windows Task Bar.
Additional Information:
Step 1 – Log off from “pos” and Log in as “admin” or “administrator”
•
Depending on the target terminal, you may have to log the terminal off from
the current user (“pos”) and log in as a different user. Pyrimont
Customers have typically selected the “admin” user as the store-level
administration user. If you are attempting to restart the PC Anywhere
service on a “non-office” terminal, you must be sure you are logged in with
the proper login. Be advised that some Pyrimont Customers don’t allow
store-level personnel to log into a terminal as “admin” or “administrator”.
Step 2 – Launch the Control Panel and access the Windows Administration Tools.
•
Once logged into the terminal with the proper user then:
•
Click the Windows “Start” Button; click to “Settings” and click to “Control
Panels.”
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•

Double click on the “Administrative Tools” icon.

•

Double click on the “Services” icon.

•

Single click on the “pcAnywhere Host Service” line and use the “VCR”
“Stop and “Start” buttons on the top of the Services window to stop and
restart the service as need be.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2004-1108002
Title: How to Fix a Failed Credit Card Settlement.
Published:
11/08/2004
Revised:
03/15/2005

Symptoms: Credit Card Settlement Failed.
Cause: There are multiple reasons for a failed settlement.
Additional Information: How to Find out Why a Settlement Failed
There are many reasons why a settlement might fail. This document is designed to assist
management in determining the cause of the failure and how to attempt to resolve it before
calling Pyrimont Support.
The most common causes for settlement failure are:
• No Dial Tone or “Try Again –[0095]”
• Open Authorizations Found

•

Invalid Account #

•

No Carrier

•

Declined ID or Invalid Link ID

•

No License Key

•

Duplicate Batch

No Image. Same Screen with “Duplicate
Batch” in error message.
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Fixing “Open Authorizations” Errors
Open authorizations are caused when the Order Entry system fails to close an
authorized ticket properly. Usually this occurs because the Credit Card transaction
database is open on the Office terminal, “hanging” any terminal attempting to close a
Credit Card ticket and the server/cashier manually terminates the Order Entry screen
with the Windows “X” button. (See TA_20050224005_File_Locked_Error_On_Ticket_Close.doc)
To fix this problem:
o Verify no open tickets exist in the system. (Log in as a Manager)
o If any tickets are open, retrieve them to verify they DO NOT have a charge on
them. If they do, then close those tickets and re-try the batch settlement.
o If no open tickets are in the system, then close the Order Entry screen on the
Office computer and open a new Command Window by clicking “Run” on the
Windows Start button, typing “CMD” in the Open: line and hitting the OK button.
A black command window will open.
o Type “F:” and hit enter.
o Type “CD TOUCHNET\MENU\CHECKS” and hit enter.
o The Command Prompt should look like “F:\Touchnet\Menu\Checks>”.
o Type “DIR *.CCA”
o If you return any CCA files then type “TE OFFICE /CCAFIX /C=####” where the
#### is the check number found in the “DIR *.CCA” command. If you return more
than 1 file then repeat the command again. Here is a sample screen.
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o You should see this screen if the action completes properly:

Fixing “Invalid Account” Errors
Invalid Account errors are caused by “Forcing” authorizations or Managers manually
entering transactions with incorrect Card and Expiration information. These errors can
be generated by the following data entry or swipe errors:
o Card Number too long or too short
o Invalid Card Number
o Expiration Date invalid or inverted
o Bad swipe producing any of the above or placing odd charters in the Card
Number
To fix this problem:
1. Run the Credit Card Settlement Report for the given day and look for invalid entries.
Also open the Credit Card Transaction database and review all of the card numbers
for accuracy.
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Fixing “Declined ID” or “Invalid Link ID” Errors
Declined ID and Invalid Link ID errors are caused by improperly manually entering
transactions into the Credit Card transaction database. Sometimes, Invalid Link ID
errors will be caused by attempting to settle a previously settled batch.
To fix this problem:
1. Run the Credit Card Settlement Report for the given day and look for invalid entries.
Also open the Credit Card Transaction database and review any manually entered
transactions for invalid “Link ID” fields.
2. If this is the second attempt at settling the batch after a previously failed attempt then
proceed to calling Pyrimont Support.
Fixing “Duplicate Batch” Errors
Duplicate batch errors are usually caused by the batch settling properly with the Credit
Card processing company, yet a failure of the processor to fully communicate with
ProfiTouch. Sometimes, the modem or internet connection fails at the end of the
settlement process.
To fix this problem:
1. Call Pyrimont Support.
Fixing “No Dial Tone”, “No Carrier” and “Try Again” Errors
These types of errors are generally related to failures with the modem and/or phone line
connections.
To fix these problems:
1. Turn the modem off.
2. Unplug and re-plug all cables on the modem and to the wall and computer.
3. Turn the modem back on and try the batch again. Listen carefully to the modem for a
Dial tone before it dials. If you get no dial tone then you may have a phone line
problem.
Fixing “License Key Missing” Errors
This error is caused by a missing or broken USB security key.
To fix this problem:
1. Look to verify that the Office computer has a Red USB security “dongle” on it.
2. If it does, verify that a Red light is on in the dongle.
3. If necessary, unplug the USB key, reboot the computer and re-plug the USB dongle.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2004-0722022
Title: How to Resolve Customer Complaints Regarding “Double Charges”
Published: 07/22/2004

Symptoms: Customers complain about “Double” Credit Card charges or charges greater
than the amount they signed for.

Cause: When a credit card is used to pay for a ticket in the POS system, an authorization is
required. If the guest elects to add to the ticket after the first authorization has been
received, the system will request a second authorization and the Credit Card industry
has no method for “voiding” the first authorization. Additionally, the POS system
must attempt to authorize the ticket amount plus some amount for a tip. The default
“tip authorization amount” is 20% of the ticket.
The cause of the guest’s confusion is not the POS or credit card system, it is their
bank.
When a credit card is authorized, all credit card companies and banks put a
temporary hold on the credit limit or monies necessary to cover the authorized
amount. This transaction is only a pending transaction and no money has been
removed from the account.
Unfortunately, these pending transactions are often visible to guests when they view
their account on-line and many banks do a bad job of indicating that the transaction is
only pending which makes the guest believe the money has been removed.

Additional Information: Pyrimont suggests using this Technical Article. Most banks will be
able to explain to their customers the nature of pending
transactions and that credit card authorizations aren’t final the
final transaction.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
#2004-1124003
Title: When to Use CC Force
Published: 11/24/2004

Symptoms: Credit Card Won’t Authorize
Cause: Credit Card Server is unavailable
Additional Information:
Normally a credit card will go
through fine when you swipe the
card at this screen.
Occasionally you may need to use
the “Enter Card Number Manually”
button if the card will not read or if
the order is a Call-In.

When a credit card is Approved you
will see this screen.
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If you See a Red Error Screen please
read it carefully as there are many
reason for getting this screen. For
example if a card is rejected by the
credit card company or if the
expiration date is invalid. The Red
Error Screen will state what the
problem is.

The “Force Authorization” Button
SHOULD ONLY BE USED when you
receive a time out error which means
that the credit card server is not
responding. Call the Credit Card
providers 1800 number to get an
authorization code.
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Should you have to use the Force
Authorization button you may see this
screen as some locations require a
Managers Approval to use the Force
button.

Once a managers code has been
entered or if it is not required you will
see the following screen to enter the
Credit Card Number take your time
typing this number in correctly then
touch <Finished>.

The Next screen will ask you to enter
the Credit Cards Expiration Date then
touch <Finished>.
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You must then enter an Authorization
Code given to you by the credit card
company’s 1800 number and touch
<Finished>.

You should then receive an Approval
Screen.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2004-1021001
Title: How to issue a credit card refund
Published: 10/21/2004

Symptoms: Customer would like a Refund on a Credit Card
Cause: Improper Charge to Credit Card
Additional Information: How to Issue a credit card refund
Refunds should be done before you settle credit cards for that day, but can not be the
first transaction for the day.
Refunds Can NOT be placed under the tip amount of the transaction even if the refund is
for a miss entered tip amount, It must be placed in the check amount.

From the Navigator Main Menu click on Credit Card Tools
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Click on CC Transaction Mtnce
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Enter your Maintenance Password and Click OK

Enter the Settlement Date you would like to add the refund too and Click OK
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Click New
Enter Check Number
Select Transaction Type “Forced”
Enter the refund amount under the Check Amount space as a negative amount.
Enter Employee Number
Enter Credit Card Account Number
Enter Credit Card Expiration Date
Click OK
Click Exit
Tips
The Check number does not have to match the original check number.
We recommend that you use high numbers such as 9999 so that it does not create a duplicate
Check number in the database.
The Employee Number should either be the original server’s number or the number of the
manager doing the refund.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2005-0224005
Title: “Trying to Open” Locked Files Error
Published: 02/24/2005

Symptoms: Someone is trying to close a check that was paid for with a credit
card, an error message comes up saying a file is in use and the computer locks
up. (See Figure A below)

Cause: No one can close a check that was paid for with a credit card if anyone
has the Credit Card Maintenance program open. The program locks the files to
prevent corruption of the data in the file.

Additional Information:

Figure A
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Similar Locked file error messages will appear if a manager is in Time Adjustments.
Employees will not be able to clock in and out well Time Adjustments is open.

The Resolution to this problem is to close Credit Card Maintenance or Time
Adjustments and the error message will clear from the screen.
DO NOT X out of ProfiTouch or turn off the computer to resolve this problem as it may
cause the checks credit card file not to process correctly and you will have problems
checking out the server at the end of the shift.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2005-0224005
Title: Troubleshooting a Printer that won’t print
Published: 02/24/2005

Symptoms: A printer that has been printing in the past is no longer printing or
prints “blank” tickets:
Cause: There are many reasons a printer can stop printing. Independent of your
printer and connection type, these troubleshooting procedures should
help resolve the issue.
Additional Information:
Step 1 – Determine your Printer Connection Type
•
If your printer is equipped with a Print Server, you will see a device on the
back or the bottom of the printer similar to one of the pictures below. If
you do not have a Print Server then you have a Parallel data connection, a
Serial data connection or an Ethernet data connection. All of these cable
connections are different but easy to find and disconnect.

Step 2 – Turn the printer off and disconnect all data connections.
• Turn the printer off with the on/off switch which is located on the front or
back of the printer depending on your printer type.

•

Disconnect all of the data and power cables from the printer. If you have a
Print Server, disconnect all of the data and power cables from it and
disconnect it from the printer.
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Step 3 – Verify power connections.
• Trace the Power Cable back to the wall outlet, unplug it, count to 5 and
plug it back in. If you have a Print Server, do the same for it’s power cord.
Step 4 – Re-connect all cables.
• If you have a Print Server, re-connect it to the printer first and then reconnect all of the data and power to the Print Server. If you do not have a
Print Server then re-connect the data and power cables to the printer.
Step 5 – Verify paper quality in printer.
• Before attempting to print a “test page”, you should open the printer and
verify that it has the correct paper type and that it is correctly loaded. If
your printer produces blank tickets, then you likely have the wrong paper
type in a Thermal printer or a misguided ribbon in an Impact printer.
Step 5 – Re-boot the Printer and print a “test page.”
• With all of the data and power cables reconnected and the proper paper in
place, verify that you have power lights on both the printer and Print Server
if you have one. If you do not have any other error lights on the printer
then hold the Feed Button down on the printer and turn it on.
• If the printer is functioning properly, then it should produce a “test page”
filled with letters, numbers and configuration data. If the printer does not
produce a “test page”, then contact the Pyrimont Support department for
additional troubleshooting. If the printer does produce a “test page”, then
hit the Feed Button once more to verify that the paper is feeding and verify
that the printer is on-line. If you have any “backed up” tickets, they should
start printing.
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2004-1003002
Title: Programming a Cherry Keyboard
Published: 10/03/2004

Symptoms: When you swipe a credit card it will not read it.
Cause: The Keyboard has lost the correct settings in order to work with
ProfiTouch software.
Additional Information: To program the model of Cherry keyboard the following
steps need to be performed:
1. To enter "programming" mode on the keyboard press and hold for 4 seconds
the <CTRL>, <ALT> and <SHIFT> keys on both the left and right of the
keyboard. You will hear two beeps. Then.....
2. To enable and set the header character for track 1: Press " V ", Press " 5 ",
Press " % " and Press <ENTER> on the numpad section of the keyboard. Then,
Press <SPACEBAR>. You will hear beeps with each key press. Pressing the
spacebar is taking you out of programming mode.
3. Enter "programming" mode on the keyboard press and hold for 4 seconds the
<CTRL>, <ALT> and <SHIFT> keys on both the left and right of the keyboard.
You will hear two beeps. Then.....
4. For the Header of track 2 repeat Step 1 and then Press " V ", " 6 ", " ; ",
<NUMPAD ENTER>, <SPACEBAR>
5. Enter "programming" mode on the keyboard press and hold for 4 seconds the
<CTRL>, <ALT> and <SHIFT> keys on both the left and right of the keyboard.
You will hear two beeps. Then.....
6. For the Trailer of track 1 repeat Step 1 and then Press " W ", " 5 ", " ? ",
<NUMPAD ENTER>, <SPACEBAR>
7. Enter "programming" mode on the keyboard press and hold for 4 seconds the
<CTRL>, <ALT> and <SHIFT> keys on both the left and right of the keyboard.
You will hear two beeps. Then.....
8. For the Trailer of track 2 repeat Step 1 and then Press " W ", " 6 ", " ? ",
<ALPHA ENTER>, <NUMPAD ENTER>, <SPACEBAR>
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ProfiTouch Technical Article
# 2005-0102001
Title: Surge Suppressors may prove beneficial
Published: 01/27/2005

Symptoms:
Equipment manufacturers will not repair equipment failures.

Cause:
Computer and equipment failures are caused by power outages and lightning.

Additional Information:
Pyrimont has become increasingly aware that equipment manufactures like Dell and Linksys
are rejecting warranty repairs. The warranties for nearly all manufacturers of computer
equipment state that the failure caused by lightning or power outages is not covered. While
the possibility of failure due to these causes is rare, Pyrimont customers have been denied
warranty service by certain Manufacturers and the difference in cost between an in-warranty
and non-warranty repair can be in excess of several hundred dollars.
Pyrimont, therefore, recommends that all customers consider protecting each terminal (CPU),
each switch (or hub) and each internet routing device with an inexpensive surge suppressor.
All Pyrimont installations have the Office or MAIN CPU protected with a TrippLite battery back
up/surge protector.
However, for the best insurance, using a single outlet suppressor for each device may prove
beneficial. Pyrimont has researched inexpensive single outlet suppressors and would
recommend the following TrippLite product. Please contact us if you’d like us to order and
ship a specific quantity to you.
http://www.tripplite.com/products/product.cfm?productID=120
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